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For those of you who are interested in
studying abroad, but not for a whole semester,
or maybe want to earn some class credits over
the summer…listen up! This past summer
I had the opportunity to go to Germany,
the Netherlands, Poland, and Austria over
the course of a month. This program is run
through Creighton University, located in
Omaha, Nebraska. Traditionally, this program
was only for current Law School students,
but this was the first year the university
decided to open it up to undergraduates, and
it was a success! There were a total of four
undergraduates and about thirty Law students
who participated. This is a great opportunity if
you are interested in Law or History and have
the desire to travel around Europe.
There are two courses, each of which
count for three credits. That means you would
have a total of six credits in just a four week
period! The classes that must be taken during
this time are International Criminal Law and
The Impact of the Holocaust on the Law and
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its Legacy, which would be transfer credits
to Bryant as an upper level History Mode
of Thought and a Political Science or Legal
Studies 400 level course. These two classes are
held Monday through Friday in Nuremberg,
Germany through the University of Erlangen.
There are two professors from Creighton who
split up the time teaching the International
Criminal Law class, while Professor Bryant
(a Legal Studies professor here at Bryant)
teaches the Holocaust course. Although this
may sound like it is a lot of class, don’t worry,
there is plenty of time to travel, shop, and
experience the German culture.
One other student, Nathan Hirshbein,
and I were the only two from Bryant who
went on this trip. However, Professor Bryant
expressed an interest in trying to recruit about
four Bryant students to attend in the summer
of 2015. This is the perfect program for those
students who want to study abroad but do not
want to be gone for an entire semester.
The program began in the Hague,
Netherlands, where we stayed for three days.
From there, we went to the Peace Palace, the

See “Abroad”, page 3

Why you should know about
the Scottish Referendum
By Molly Funk
Campus News Editor
Last week, the world held
its breath as everyone waited to
hear the outcome of the Scottish
vote to secede from the United
Kingdom. Mary Pitcaithly made
an official declaration sharing
that the ‘No’ side had won the
vote 55% to 45%. So what is
important to note concerning the
referendum vote?
Voting turnout: Anyone over
age 16 who lives in Scotland was
eligible to vote. Meaning, Scots
who live in other areas of the
United Kingdom (approximately
800,000) were ineligible to vote,
while approximately 400,000
people from other parts of
Britain but reside in Scotland
could vote. That being said,
voter turnout was 84.5%. Across
Scotland there were 2,608 polling
stations which were open from
7AM to 10PM. The question on
the ballot was a yes or no type
asking “Should Scotland be an
independent country?”
Scotland’s History with
the UK: On May 1, 1707 the
Parliament of Great Britain was
founded unionizing Scotland
and England. The union was
based primarily on England’s
desire to keep Scotland from
choosing a monarch different
from that on the English throne.
Simultaneously, the Scottish
were in a difficult financial state
following an attempt to colonize
the Isthmus of Panama in the
previous decade.
New Powers: Following the

voting result, Prime Minister
David Cameron and other party
leaders pledged “extensive new
powers” to the Scots over their
domestic governance. Currently,
Scotland has considerable
control over its affairs. Some
Scots are calling for “maximum
devolution,” asking for control
over all Scottish affairs excluding
defense and foreign policy.
What is at Stake: It is no
surprise that the union has been
weakened by the vote; 45% of
voters opted to leave the comfort
of the UK for independence.
The promise made by Prime
Minister Cameron may not
have been necessary but cannot
be taken back. This pledge will
now force the UK to create a

new constitutional settlement
with a more federal structure.
This change will not be simple:
it is near impossible to identify
a purely English issue as many
decisions will ultimately
affect Scotland, Wales, and
Northern Ireland. Analysts are
hypothesizing that a federal
system would be destabilizing
to the UK in general but will
also put Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland in a weak
position relative to England.
Failure to deliver on the pledged
powers would simply add to
current Scottish resentment. Due
to the referendum, the Scottish
Nationalist Party has seen a
surge in member numbers.
What is next: The

referendum has divided the
public with understandable
passion—Unionists feel victory,
Nationalists feel resentment,
both feel uncertainty. This
passion has ample potential to
turn to anger and it should be
the United Kingdom’s priority
to bring the people together.
Sunday September 21, 2014 saw
a reconciliation service hosted
by the Church of Scotland at
Edinburgh’s St. Giles’ Cathedral.
Reverend John Chalmers
asserted the service is a method
to express commitment to
working as one for the sake
of Scotland, despite personal
emotions of victory or grief.
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Contact Us
If you need to contact The Archway of any staff member,
please feel free to use the contact information listed below.
The Archway
Bryant University, Box 7
1150 Douglas Pike
Smithfield, RI 02917
Location: Fisher Center room 1

Phone: (401) 232-6028
(401) 232-6488
Fax: (401) 232-6710
E-mail: archway@bryant.edu
www.bryantarchway.com
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The Archway is printed by
Graphic Developments, Inc.
Guidelines for Comment…
Only articles and letters including authors’ names and phone number will be
considered for publication. (Phone numbers will not be printed. They are for verification
purposes only.) On rare occasions, names will be withheld upon request if the editors
deem there is a compelling reason to do so. No letter will be printed if the author’s
identity is unknown to the editors.
Letters to the Editor that are between 400 and 600 words will have the best chance
of being published. Also, except in extraordinary circumstances, we will not print
submissions exceeding 600 words. All submissions are printed at the discretion of the
E-board. The Archway staff reserves the right to edit for length, accuracy, clarity, and
libelous material.
Letters and submissions must be submitted electronically from a Bryant email address.
Bryant University community members can email submissions to: archway@bryant.edu.
Letters and articles can also be given to The Archway on disk. They can be left in The
Archway drop box on the third floor of the Bryant Center or disks can be mailed through
campus mail to box 7.
The deadline for all submissions is by 5 p.m. on the Monday prior to publication (for
a complete production schedule, contact The Archway office). Late submissions will be
accepted at the discretion of The Archway staff and will more than likely will be held until
the next issue.
Members of the Bryant community are welcome to take one copy of each edition of
The Archway for free. If you are interested in purchasing multiple copies for a price of 50
cents each, please contact The Archway office. Please note that newspaper theft is a crime.
Those who violate the single copy rule may be subject to disciplinary action.

The Archway: Writers’ Meetings, Mondays 5:30pm, Fisher Student Center Room 2C

Want to see more people at your meetings or events?
Advertise for FREE through the news feed or calendar.
Email your club/org’s information to archway@bryant.edu

Department of Public Safety Log
LARCENY
Sep 16, 2014-Tuesday at 12:45
Location:
FISHER STUDENT CENTER
A student reported a stolen book bag containing a Bryant
issued laptop.

ACCIDENT (MVA) MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT
Sep 17, 2014-Wednesday at 00:51
Location:
SENIOR APARTMENT ROAD
DPS received a report of a minor accident in the N
parking lot. No injuries were reported.

VANDALISM (RESIDENCE)
Sep 20, 2014-Saturday at 10:08
Location:
RESIDENCE HALL
Summary:
DPS received a report of a broken window.

VANDALISM (VANDALISM TO AUTO)
Sep 17, 2014-Wednesday at 00:36
Location:
FISHER STUDENT CENTER
A DPS Officer found a window damaged on a vehicle
while conducting campus checks. It appears someone
might have jumped on front window.

BURGLARY (RESIDENCE)
Sep 19, 2014-Friday at 15:33
Location:
TOWNHOUSE
Summary:
DPS received a report of a stolen wallet.

VANDALISM (VANDALISM TO AUTO)
Sep 20, 2014-Saturday at 20:37
Location:
TOWNHOUSE
An RA called and reported a stolen golf cart in front of
THL6 that had crashed into a wall. There was a student
running behind K-block that had been driving the golf
cart.

Sneak Peak: Barbara Corcoran
By Brandon Clark
Contributing Writer
Bryant University’s Student Arts & Speaker Series has
announced that Shark Tank’s Barbara Corcoran will be
presented as a guest speaker. For any students who have
interest in commercial real estate, entrepreneurship, or
just general business, this is a great opportunity to learn
from one of the most successful people in her field.
Most notably known as being one of the “Sharks”
on ABC’s hit television show Shark Tank, Corcoran
has invested in over 23 startups and is the founder
of a billion dollar commercial real estate business.
By the age of 23, Corcoran held over 20 jobs ranging
from retail to the restaurant industry. She was also an
undergraduate student at St. Thomas Aquinas College,
where she received a degree in education. Two years after
graduation, Corcoran opted to quit her job as a waitress
in favor of taking out a $1,000 loan and starting her
own small real estate company. Over the next 25years,
Corcoran would parlay that $1,000 loan into one of the
most prominent businesses in her industry; ultimately
selling it for 66 million dollars in 2001.
Since that day, Corcoran has continued to find ways

to thrive in different fields of business. Corcoran says,
“If I could set a world record, it would be that I have 150
business partners, all with thriving businesses of their
own that started with nothing, and I made the difference
to make them all billionaires.” Besides being an integral
part of over 20 startups, Corcoran also spends her time
now reaching out to the public. Corcoran has appeared
all around the country, speaking out to students, hoping
to bring her front-line experience and infectious energy
to each person in the audience. Critics and audiences
alike say, “They laugh, cry and learn how to become more
successful. Motivational, inspirational and sometimes
outrageous, Barbara Corcoran’s tell-it-like-it-is attitude is
a refreshing approach to success.”
For Bryant students, this is a great opportunity to
engage themselves with someone who has a wealth of
knowledge in a variety of different industries. The vast
number of startups that Corcoran has invested in means
that she can relate to both liberal arts and business
majors. Questions can be asked at the end of Corcoran’s
talk. For those students who cannot attend Corcoran’s
event, which takes place on Monday September 29 at 8:00
p.m. in the MAC, a variety of outlets are still available
for students to learn about Corcoran’s ventures. She is
the author of If You Don’t Have Big Breasts, Put Ribbons

on Your Pigtails, an unlikely business book that has
become a national best-seller. Furthermore, Corcoran
is a popular contributor to the Daily Show and CNBC.
She also writes a weekly real estate column for the Daily
News and monthly columns for MORE Magazine and
Redbook. Finally, for anyone who has interest in the
Shark Tank television series, her most recent book, Shark
Tales, includes material from her experience on the show
and gives an inside look on the thought process and
decision making behind the many deals she has made on
the show.
Luckily, for those who can make the event, tickets
are free and become available starting Friday September
19 in the Fisher Student Center. All that is needed is a
Bryant ID. The event doors open at 7:30 p.m. and seating
is first come first serve. All students are encouraged to
attend and learn about Corcoran’s story of going from
rags to riches. Who knows, maybe even someone will
become the next billion dollar entrepreneur.
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Center for Diversity (Continued from page 1)
and Inclusion
Spotlight
By Molly Funk
Campus News Editor
Last week I had the pleasure of
sitting down with Mailee Kue, Bryant’s
newest member of the Center for
Diversity and Inclusion. I wanted to get
to know Mailee and share my findings
with the rest of Bryant in hopes that we
can all make her feel welcome on our
campus!

widen the spectrum and we broaden
our abilities to be more inclusive. The
more we learn about each other, the
more skilled we are going to be working
productively and through conflict.
I’m interested in helping students,
professors, and staff work together in
diverse settings.
MF: What do you think about Bryant
so far?

MK: I really like Bryant so far, my
background had been in public
MF: What can you tell me about your
education but specifically at Bryant
educational background?
I think in some ways we can provide
quality programs for students. In some
MK: Sure… I’m a Rhode Islander,and I
did my undergraduate degree at Boston ways we can do that readily because
Bryant students are primed for this;
University, and then I did my master’s
so I think that work on awareness is
degree in counseling education at the
going to be highly effective and highly
University of Wisconsin, Platteville.
appropriate. I think students are
Then fairly recently, in 2010, I finished
very friendly and willing to see how
my PhD work at the University
diversity can work for them in their
of Rhode Island with a degree in
future careers. As a community we
psychology, specifically focusing on
need to work towards that equitable
behavioral sciences. My dissertation
work was related to learning more about and inclusive community feel. Part of
the characteristics of Bryant is that we
the college persistence and helping
have to be innovative—we know that
students develop learning strategies to
humans evolve. So I think the work
successfully navigate the educational
of diversity has to go in that same
system. And that work is very much
framework as well. The students are
in line with the work that I do in
very ready for being aware and learning
diversity on college campuses. I also
some content about diversity but we
have an interest area in research on
can’t stop there. We have to think about
multicultural competence and learning
the next step and who is providing those
about how to help individuals build
confidence for participating in activities, programs—that’s where my office comes
in. I’m really excited to be a part of these
relationships, collaborations with
conversations.
individuals who may be different than
themselves. That research has really
formed the foundation of the work that I MF: What can you tell me about your
personal background and what you
do in diversity and inclusion.
enjoy doing in your free time?
MF: What are your duties here at
MK: Believe it or not I love to learn. I’ve
Bryant?
been in school forever—I always say I
went on to a college campus in 1990 and
MK: I’m really interested in providing
I have never left. And it’s so awesome
a comprehensive approach to the
because I’ve been able to work in an
work of diversity and inclusion on this
artificial situation. I’ve never had to
campus. I’ve done the work of diversity
be in a corporate setting. My work has
at different institutions for many years
always been exciting and rejuvenating
and often times the work can be siloed
and innovative and changing. For now
in the way that you know we’re doing
I love the dynamic nature of working
some great work at this center, but at
with college students on college
another center we’re kind of replicating
campuses because you always have a
or marketing and putting in just as
many resources in getting their message new group of students coming in—
you’re always challenged to recalibrate
out about their important issues. For
me, my main focus is to get the different and think of the best ways to reach the
newer group of students. Loving to learn
areas of diversity pulled together; to
has served me well.
really put a brand on campus that says
we are a comprehensive team, helping
MF: My last question: what is your
Bryant University develop community
main goal for the future, personally or
and learn more about diversity and be
just in your time at Bryant?
more inclusive in our work so that we
help all members of our student body.
MK: Honestly, I just want to be able to
I think that comprehensive approach is
wake up in the morning and say “yes!
going to be more effective on a smaller
I’ve got to go to work.” If I could wake
campus such as Bryant, a relational
up every day wanting to give 150%,
campus, a smaller community.
Often times you have students that have 90% of the time, I would be happy. In
many identities, you don’t find students the time that I am here, I want to be
as centered and focused as I can be
that just say ‘I’m a woman’ period. We
in experiencing the moment but also
have these intersectionalities that say,
sharing the most I can about myself
‘I’m a woman with a disability. I’m a
so others can experience that as well.
woman that identifies as a lesbian. I’m
Really that’s how I feel, I know it sounds
a woman that identifies as straight.
really kooky. But that’s what I want
I’m a man that identifies as gay. I’m
to do: be present, be clear, be focused
an African American man.’ There
on helping people and being the best
are always these intersectionalities of
person I could be.
identities, and I think too often we say
you know, ‘you have to pick just one’.
The idea is to say that the issues of
diversity are relevant to everyone—you
really just have to find your space. By
pulling all these differences together we
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International Criminal Court (ICC)
and the International Tribunal for
the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY), where
we all got to listen in on the current
genocide case. We then took a train
to Nuremberg, Germany, which was
where the majority of the trip was
spent. Most of us stayed in a hotel
right in the heart of the city, which was
walking distance to many restaurants,
stores, and the classroom.
While in Nuremberg, we visited
the Nazi Rally Grounds, Courtroom
600, Dachau concentration camp, and
various churches and castles. Also,
included was a short flight to Krakow,
Poland, where we stayed for a weekend.
This was the first year Creighton
included this in the program, and it
ended up being my favorite portion
of the trip. In Poland, we went to
Auschwitz, which was an emotional
experience and also tied in well with
our course material. There was also
a weekend day trip to Obersalzberg,
Austria, where we went to Hitler’s
Eagle’s Nest and got to explore the
Bavarian Alps. All of these trips,
tours, and people to meet were preplanned and included in the cost of the
program.
Although there were so many set
places to go, there was more than
enough free-time to do some of your
own traveling. The students had a
great deal of independence and were
able to plan some of their own trips in
both Germany and other countries, as
traveling throughout Europe is fairly
easy.

The classes and the scheduled
trips and events were both fun and
educational. Being a Politics and Law
major, I really enjoyed being able to see
all of the sites that I have learned about
in classes throughout the years but
never actually had the opportunity to
see in person.
Visiting all of these historical sites
and landmarks taught the class much
more than any of us would ever be able
to learn in books.
This Germany program was an
overall great experience in which
everyone got the chance to meet new
people and do some networking, while
traveling around Europe learning
about history, law, current events,
and different cultures. I would really
recommend this trip to anyone who is
interested in these courses and visiting
all of these places. You do not have to
be a specific major, as the classes can be
counted as electives.
This is a fairly new program that not
many students know about, so there
will be an information session held later
in the year. If you want to do your own
research on the trip, the program is
called “From Nuremberg to the Hague”
and it is a Creighton University School
of Law Summer Program. Also, now
that there are two students who have
been on the trip, we will be available to
answer questions, provide help with the
application process, and we are always
willing to further discuss our amazing
experience!

Want to get involved with
The Archway?
Come to 2c on Mondays at
5pm!
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Dog Talk
Featuring Bailey Cornell
By John Logan
Business Editor
Most Important Accomplishment:
This summer I was sailing the Baltic Sea with
my family, and we were struck by lightning at
2am. I guess my accomplishment would be
surviving.
Involvements on Campus:
President of the Bryant Outdoor Adventure
Club, President of the Media Production
Club, Honors Council, Omicron Delta Kappa,
Honors Program, Bowling Club, TV Production
Assistant in Koffler.
Bio:
If you don't know who Bailey Cornell is by
now, then you live under a rock. She will be graduating this year, so you now have the
entire school year to get to know her. While majoring in Communications and double
minoring in Spanish and Business, she already became an On-Air Talent for the
Rhode Island Lottery. She is also the President of two clubs (Outdoor Adventure Club
and Media Production Club) while being part of the Honors Council and Omicron
Delta Kappa…just to name a few involvements. Is there anything she can't do?

Looking pretty majestic at the entrance to Bulldog Stadium, if I do say so
myself. (Christina Senecal)
Being Bryant’s mascot is the most
pawsome job in the world. I mean, I don’t
have anything to compare it to, because
this is my first and only job (so far), but
I can’t imagine anything better. Well…
maybe bacon tester would be better.
But…nah, then I wouldn’t get to come to
campus! Wait…can I be BOTH?
If we haven’t met yet, GET AT ME!
I’m your OFFICIAL mascot. I’m the
only real English bulldog mascot on
campus who has a regular column in
The Archway; a Facebook page; Twitter,
Instagram, and Vine accounts; and
a blog. Pretty sure I’m the only one,
anyway…
At the start of every school year,
I like to answer some of the most
frequently asked questions. I present
to you “Tupper’s Top Five Questions
– Answered.”
5. How’d you get picked to be the
mascot? Look at me…one glance, and
they were hooked. I was a gift to Bryant
from Ron and Kati Machtley in honor
of the Class of 2010 for exceeding their
fundraising goals. Uncle Ron asked my
mom, Tina Senecal ’95, ’08 MBA, if she
would be my caretaker since she has
French bulldogs and knew bulldogs’
special needs. She’s the lady who takes
me to events. Claire Senecal, Associate
Registrar (and Tina’s mom) is a certified
dog trainer and temperament tester. She
takes me to work, and she’s the major
reason I’m such a good boy!

4. Dude – why are you in a stroller? I
can feel you judging me WAY over here,
Judgy McJudgerton. Fact: I don’t like
to walk; I’d rather ride. Other reasons
include: I can suffer from heatstroke in
minutes, I have a torn ACL, I’m allergic
to grass, I’m at a better height for photos
with people, and my shedding hair and
drool are more contained in my stroller.
3. Are you fat? No. Get over it,
humans, I’m a bulldog. It’s how we’re
built. Dogtor says I’m a healthy weight
at 53 pounds. My head is giant, and my
shoulders are broad. Period. ‘Nuff said.
2. What’s with the ball? My ball! I
love my ball! It’s so round, so perfect, so
SQUISHY! It’s like a pacifier. Once I get
it, I’m never giving it up!
And the number one question you all
want to know the answer to is:
1. When are you on campus? Every
home football game. Monday, Tuesday,
and Wednesday, I’m in Academic
Records. And then every chance I get! I
love being on campus and saying hi to
you guys. And getting scratchies. And
then getting MORE scratchies.
So there you have it. Tupper’s Top
Five Questions – Answered. Don’t forget
– I’m on Facebook (/bulldogtupper),
Twitter (http://twitter.com/bryanttuppy),
Instagram (http://instagram.com/
mascot_tupper), and Vine (http://vine.
co/bryanttuppy). Get at me! I’ll see you
soon. ’Til next time…WOOF!

Questions:
1. If you could have coffee with one person (dead or alive) who would it be and what
would you talk about?
I would have coffee with Aliens and ask them how they made the pyramids.
2. What song represents you the best and why?
“Changes in Latitudes, Changes in Attitudes” by Jimmy Buffett, because if we couldn’t
laugh we would all go insane.
3. What is the funniest thing that has happened to you lately?
My townhouse was flooded and will be under construction for a month; so to make
the best of it I decided to live in the cupboard under the stairs of my friend’s house,
Harry Potter style.
4. Why Bryant?
Honestly, I have no clue. I’m not a business major, but I’ve had an amazing experience
here with everything from the professors, to the internships and study abroad
experiences that Bryant has provided.
5. What is your passion and how did you find it?
I’d say my passion is making the best out of life. I get it from my parents.
6. What is your dream job?
Being a corporate event planner who organizes conferences for businesses all around
the world. So traveling to different cities and testing out which hotels would be best
to accommodate the company and seeing what are the best places to go in the area...
essentially being paid to go on vacation.
7. What is your greatest weakness?
I’m very trusting. I see with rose colored glasses and that gets me in trouble
sometimes.
8. If you could be any fictional character, who would it be and why?
Little Foot from the “Land Before Time” because then I could live the dino life. Never
forget.
9. At this very moment, what would make you happy?
More than 24 hours in a day and a great sunset.
10. If you had one chance to say one thing to the world, what would it be?
Hey world, let’s all just get along.
Quote of the Week: “The culture we have does not make people feel good about
themselves. We’re teaching the wrong things. And you have to be strong enough to
say if the culture doesn’t work, don’t buy it. Create your own. Most people can’t do it.”
-Mitch Albom, Tuesdays with Morrie
Tip of the Week: Find three hobbies you love: one to make you money, one to keep you
in shape, and one to be creative.
Suggested Song of the Week: American Dream by MKTO

Sports Editor
needed!
Email archway@bryant.edu!

“Dog Talk” is a segment in the Archway by John Logan (Class of 2016). John conducts
short interviews with students, faculty, staff, and alumni who have significantly
contributed to the Bryant community. For nominations please email John at jlogan3@
bryant.edu or to learn more about John, please visit www.johndukelogan.com.
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Two members retire from
the Microsoft board
By Janet I. Tu
MCT Campus
Microsoft’s board is losing two members and
gaining two in the latest round of changes for a
board that has seen some major shifts this year.
Longtime board members Dave Marquardt and
Dina Dublon are stepping down, deciding not to
seek re-election. They will retire at the end of their
current term following the annual shareholders
meeting in December, Microsoft announced
Tuesday.
Meanwhile, Teri List-Stoll, executive vice
president and chief financial officer of Kraft Foods
Group, and Charles Scharf, CEO of Visa, will join
the board October 1. The board also declared a
quarterly dividend of 31 cents per share, up from
28 cents last quarter. The dividend is payable Dec.
11 to shareholders of record on Nov. 20. The exdividend date will be Nov. 18.
List-Stoll, 51, joined Kraft in September 2013
as senior vice president leading the businessunit finance teams, and was appointed CFO
in December, according to Kraft. Before that,
she spent nearly 20 years at Procter & Gamble,
serving most recently as senior vice president and
treasurer. She also serves on the board of Danaher
Corp. and as a trustee of the Financial Accounting
Foundation, according to Microsoft.
Scharf, 49, CEO of Visa since November 2012,
spent nine years before that at JPMorgan Chase as
CEO of its retail-financial services and managing
director of One Equity Partners, the firm’s privateinvestment arm. He has also served as CEO and
CFO of BankOne Corp, and CFO of Salomon
Smith Barney and the global corporate and
investment-bank division of Citigroup, according
to Microsoft. He serves on the board of trustees
of Johns Hopkins University and the board of
directors of the Financial Services Roundtable.
“I’m excited to have both Teri and Charlie
joining our board,” Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella
said in a news release. “Teri brings exceptional
financial and operational expertise, as well as great
insights from her two decades of experience in
consumer and retail industries. Charlie, as a sitting
CEO of a large global business, brings additional
strategic and operational depth to the Microsoft
board, as well as a deep understanding of how
commerce is changing globally.”
Marquardt, 65, a founding general partner of
private venture-capital firm August Capital, is one
of Microsoft’s earliest investors. He is departing the
board after serving 33 years.
Dublon, 61, former CFO of JPMorgan Chase,
has been on the Microsoft board since 2005.
“As one of our earliest board members, Dave
has played an indispensable role in Microsoft’s
growth and development, providing sage counsel
and invaluable industry insights,” Bill Gates,
Microsoft co-founder and technology adviser, said

in the news release. “Dina has also been a great
board member for almost a decade, and we all
appreciate her guidance and support.”
Microsoft’s board has seen some big shifts this
year.
In February, Gates stepped down as chairman,
saying it would give him more time to serve as
a technology adviser to Satya Nadella, who was
appointed that month to succeed Steve Ballmer as
the company’s CEO. Gates remains on the board.
John Thompson, CEO of Virtual Instruments,
was named board chairman.
In March, Stephen Luczo, Seagate Technology
Chairman and CEO, stepped down from the board,
while G. Mason Morfit, president of ValueAct
Capital, joined it. Morfit’s seat came as the result of
an agreement in which Microsoft’s board averted
a proxy battle. ValueAct had been pressuring
Microsoft to take steps to increase shareholder
value.
In July, John Stanton, a wireless-industry
pioneer, was named to the board. Stanton, who
founded the company that eventually led to
T-Mobile US, is currently chairman of Trilogy
Equity Partners and Trilogy International Partners.
In August, Ballmer stepped down from the
board, saying his new role as owner of the Los
Angeles Clippers basketball team, as well as a
teaching gig, would keep him busy. While still
Microsoft’s largest individual shareholder, Ballmer
severed management ties to the company in
making that move.
In addition to Gates, Dublon, Marquardt,
Nadella, Thompson, Stanton and Morfit,
Microsoft’s current board includes Maria Klawe,
president of Harvey Mudd College; Charles Noski,
former vice chairman of Bank of America; and Dr.
Helmut Panke, former chairman of the board of
management at BMW.
In addition to the board shifts, many other
changes have occurred at the company this year,
including Nadella’s efforts to transform Microsoft
into a “productivity and platform company for the
mobile-first and cloud-first world.”
Part of those changes have involved layoffs.
Microsoft announced in July that it would be
cutting 18,000 jobs. Microsoft said back then that it
was starting to eliminate 13,000 of those jobs, with
the majority of the remaining 5,000 to be notified
over the next six months.
The time has apparently come for that next
round of notifications. According to reports in
ZDNet and Bloomberg quoting unidentified
sources, Microsoft is set to notify the next group of
employees Thursday that their jobs are being cut.
The reduction will come from divisions all across
the company, according to the reports.
Microsoft said it does not comment on rumors
or speculation.
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How Apple Watch can
avoid some of Google
Glass’s pitfalls
By Michelle Quinn
MCT Campus
The unveiling of Apple Watch earlier this month was the
moment the nascent wearable computing industry has been waiting
for.
Apple’s entrance legitimizes the category and ensures that
wearables will receive a lot more attention from consumers,
businesses and application developers.
But I was wondering what Apple has to get right with Apple
Watch so that it doesn’t run into some of the backlash that
the other notable wearables out there like Google Glass have
experienced.
To its credit, Google Glass has tried to expand how people
experience the Internet. The company’s starting premise has been:
Are there ways of being online other than looking away from
people and down at screens? But Glass has been subject to a public
pillorying. Comedians have poked fun at the early adopters, and
there have been recurring concerns from some people about being
secretly recorded by Glass wearers.
“In many ways Glass might be too futuristic for where the
mass market is right now,” said Barak Kassar, a partner at Rassak
Experience, a digital branding consultancy firm. “Glass is a big
leap for the wearer and those around him or her. That’s great for an
early adopter crowd but not the mass market.”
Here is what Apple should do to avoid some of Glass’s pitfalls:
Tell us how Watch will make people’s lives better.
In their Apple Watch unveiling, Apple executives described a
myriad of things the device will be able to do, but it was difficult to
come away with one clear idea of how a person’s life would greatly
improve with the gadget.
Glass likewise offers a lot of uses but no one clear use that makes
it critical to own.
“Google hasn’t found a way to make Glass a product that turns
you into a better version of yourself,” said Todd Balsley, marketing
director at Forest Giant.
So what does Apple have to do? “Obsess over simplicity,” he
said. “Adding bells and whistles won’t separate them; simplicity
will. They have to tell us as consumers what Apple Watch is meant
to do, and tell us a story of how it will make our lives better.”
Make Apple Watch more than a smartphone on the wrist.
When Apple CEO Tim Cook talked about Watch, he said it
would be a mistake to try to put all the features of the iPhone on
the smaller screen and into a smaller device.
Even though one will need to use Watch with an iPhone, Watch
will need to be its own stand-alone device, said Redg Snodgrass,
founder and chief executive of Wearable World, an incubator,
events and media firm focused on the wearable and the “Internet of
Things” sectors.
“If they took the features that make the iPhone the most
convenient mobile device ever and found a way where a watch can
deliver and enhance those specific feature sets, then they’ll win
big,” he said.
In fact, if Apple Watch succeeds, he said, Apple could disrupt
the smartphone market again by making phones obsolete.
Take great advantage of being on the body.
Apple has described how Apple Watch will connect with
users through something called “haptic feedback,” which refers
to physical sensations delivered by gadgets (a simple example is a
phone that vibrates when a new message arrives).
Rather than simply beeping when an important text message
arrives on the iPhone, with an Apple Watch, a user may feel
different kinds of vibrations. This will enhance the personal feel of
Apple Watch.
“The most interesting thing is the haptic stuff,” said Bob
O’Donnell, the founder and chief analyst at TECHnalysis Research.
“You can do more than make a wrist buzz.”
Think about how humans communicate offline and what freaks
them out.
With Glass, Google aimed to make people look at each other
and their surroundings while having access to a suspended
computer screen. But some of those around Glass wearers have
complained that they don’t know if the wearer is paying attention
to them or even recording them.
“Apple Watch should emit clear signs of recording, such as a
combination sound like a beep and light,” said Bryan Alexander,
senior fellow for the National Institute for Technology in Liberal
Education and a consultant.
Yes, Apple Watch will be yet another screen to look at. But it
will live on the wrist, not the face.
That should mean that Watch owners will make more eye
contact. That is, as long as the Watch interface isn’t too engaging.
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As Alibaba celebrates its IPO, US Internet firms
suffer from being shut out of China
By Michelle Quinn
MCT Campus
Overlooked amid the
excitement over Alibaba’s
blockbuster IPO on the New
York Stock Exchange last week
was one of the reasons for the
company’s smashing debut: The
Chinese market it dominates is
all but blocked for Silicon Valley
rivals like Google, Facebook and
Twitter.
That’s no small thing now,
and it will be an increasingly
important issue in the future.
In China, more than 600
million people are online double
the entire U.S. population
_and that’s not even half of the
country’s residents.
And not only is it a huge
market, it is a fast-changing one
that forces Chinese firms to learn
to be innovative and nimble,
particularly helpful skills as
they move into other emerging
markets and go up against the
Valley’s giants.
U.S. Internet companies want

to expand in China, but
they haven’t had much
success. Some tech firms,
most notably Google,
have tussled with the
government over censorship.
Others have run into antitrust
issues or suffered from the weak
intellectual property laws in
China.
“Alibaba’s IPO is a good
reminder that among the
reasons why U.S. firms haven’t
succeeded in China is that they
are largely barred from doing
business there,” said Erin Ennis,
vice president of the U.S.-China
Business Council, an advisory
and advocacy group for U.S.
companies that do business in
China.
To be fair, other companies
like eBay simply have been
outcompeted.
But all these problems for U.S.
companies have allowed firms
like Alibaba, as well as Baidu, the
Google of China, and Tencent,
the social networking firm
that owns the popular WeChat
messaging service, to establish
positions in China as market

Tech review:
The Smartpen
By Jim Rossman
MCT Campus

I got to meet one of my
readers in a follow-up to my
Livescribe 3 Smartpen review
from two weeks ago.
The day the Livescribe review
ran, I got the following email
from a reader named Dick:
Your review of the LiveScribe
system was lacking in a serious
way; no comment about how lefthanders feel about the gadget.
The photo that accompanied
the review shows a right-hander
writing on a spiral-bound pad.
That is just fine, but I’m a lefthander and I write with my hand
ABOVE the line.
So I wonder, does the special
paper work OK if a left-hander
turns the tablet upside-down
so he can write on the left page,
rather than the right page? (It’s
really uncomfortable writing
with your hand ON the spiral

binding.) Also ... does the special
paper work if the writer drags
his writing hand down through
the first lines of the writing as
he proceeds to the lower lines?
(This can be a real mess with a
ballpoint pen if the ink does not
dry quickly; the edge of your
palm near your little finger can
be deep blue if you use blue ink.)
You need to hunt around the
office and find a left-hander who
writes “upside-down” and let
them test that gadget. Or invite
me and I’ll run by and give it a
whirl.
So I invited Dick to come
down and perform his own test.
I’m happy to report it was a
success.
At first I didn’t understand
his needs, but when I saw him in
action, I understood perfectly.
As a left-hander, he needs the
spiral of the notebook to always
be on the right side of his writing
hand, so he turns his notebooks
180 degrees to turn the right-side
page into a left-side page.
As he writes, his hand slides
over the words he just wrote.
There was no ink smearing and
the writing transferred to the
connected iPad as expected.
I’m glad Dick had the time
to come help me with this
important test, and I’m sorry that
I didn’t think about left-handers
when I wrote my review.
If I don’t answer a specific
question you have about any of
my reviews or columns, please
don’t hesitate to write.

leaders.
Those companies are “sitting
on a somewhat protective home
market,” said Robert Atkinson,
president of the Information
Technology and Innovation
Foundation. “Their profits and
margins are higher than they
would be if they had legitimate
marketplace competition. They
are using that money to finance
their overseas expansion.”
And they are now among
the most valuable Internet
companies in the world.
Their rise creates new risks
to U.S. Internet firms beyond
missing out on the Chinese
market. U.S. companies
must also battle these newly
emboldened Chinese Internet
firms in emerging markets like
Africa, the rest of Asia and Latin
America. These economies will
fuel the next cycle of growth
for tech firms as their Internet
infrastructure develops.
“Alibaba already has
substantial international reach
and they clearly aspire to more,”
said Nicholas Lardy, a senior
fellow at the Peterson Institute
for International Economics.
“It will pose a huge challenge to
U.S.-based Internet firms.”
And it’s not just money that
is helping the Chinese firms. It’s
the expertise they are getting in
China itself that could help them
move into developing countries,
said Rebecca Fannin, founder
and editor of Silicon Dragon
News.
“As Chinese Internet

firms step up their expansion
overseas, they could gain an
advantage against U.S. rivals,
due to their large base in China,
their experience in dealing with
the intense challenges of the
competitive and increasingly
innovative Chinese market,”
Fannin said.
There are at least two possible
scenarios about how this fight
among the global Internet
companies may play out.
In one, China’s slowly
liberalizing economy may open
up and become more friendly
to U.S. businesses. Already, the
U.S. and China are negotiating
a treaty on investment in China
and that may lead to further
steps to give tech firms the
opportunity to grow there.
For that reason, some see
cause for optimism.
“The experience U.S.
firms have had to date is not a
harbinger of what it will be in
that market,” Ennis said.

Of course, with the head start
firms like Alibaba already have,
it’s unclear how well Google and
Facebook and the others will
fare. But they are already global
brands, and access to the rapidly
growing Chinese market would
give them at least the chance at
tremendous opportunities as
they run into slowing growth in
the developed countries.
In another scenario, U.S.
firms continue to find it hard
to do business in China. That
could significantly limit their
options for future growth and,
even worse, nothing would
prevent Chinese companies from
competing with them in wealthy
markets like the U.S. This is
clearly the worst case scenario
and one that has to have big
Valley Internet firms worried.
Friday was Alibaba’s day
to shine. The real question is
whether we just saw the start of
Alibaba’s decade to shine as well.

Helpware: AfterShot
By Troy Wolverton
MCT Campus

Photo editing can destroy your next Pulitzer Prize in feature photography. If you’re saving your
photos in the industry-standard JPEG format, each time you open the photo and edit it, you degrade
its quality. The degradation is subtle, to be sure, but you’ll notice it when you send the image to Costco,
which has an inexpensive and excellent canvas print service. Blown
up to 12 by 16 inches the photo will slightly lose its sharpness. Which
is why I shoot all my photos in RAW format. Photos shot in the RAW
mode are like the negatives that were used in the pre-digital age. As
long as the negative was in good shape, you could make as many prints
of it as you wanted.
I shoot RAW (the format goes by different names for different
camera brands, such as NEF for Nikon) because I can edit those photos
as many times as I think is necessary to get the right crop, skin tone
and other elements that make a good photo great (if I do say so myself)
without losing detail. Then, when I’ve corrected all my shutter sins, I
can convert the photo to a JPEG and upload it to Costco or make my
own print on a color printer.
Corel’s AfterShot Pro works with RAW photos by way of a
rudimentary editing program that allows you to crop, adjust contrast,
skin tone and the like. It’s easy to use, allows for processing batch files and more, but not much more.
If you’re serious about photo editing and you’re on a budget, either Adobe Elements 12 or Corel’s own
PaintShop Pro are good choices. AfterShot appears to be an afterthought. At $59, it’s not a good deal; shell
out $20 more for PaintShop. A generous 30-day trial version can be downloaded at www.corel.com.

Weekly Business Quote
One of the challenges in networking is everybody thinks it’s making cold calls to
strangers. Actually, it’s the people who already have strong trust relationships with you,
who know you’re dedicated, smart, a team player, who can help you.
- Reid Hoffman
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Boston Bruins NHL season preview 2014-15
By Daniel Chan
Sports Editor
It was a disappointing end in the
2013-14 season. The Boston Bruins had
won the Eastern Conference title and was
looking to bulldoze their way through
to the Stanley Cup; however, they were
eliminated in the second round in Game
7 against their long-time rivals, the
Montreal Canadians.
For a team that had so much success
during the regular season, it was a
heartbreaking finish to their season.
Despite this, the Bruins decided to
bring back almost the exact same team for
another go at the Stanley Cup. This team
is led by Patrice Bergeron, David Krejci,
Zdeno Chara, and Tuuka Rask. As such,
the Bruins saw no need to make any big
moves to the group that led the NHL in
wins (tied with Anaheim with 54).
The team will have a few challenges to
battle, however. Jarome Iginla signed with
the Colorado Avalanche as a free agent
and will bring his 30 goals along with
him. In addition, the Bruins looks to shed
some of its salary to give the team more
salary cap flexibility while giving them
room to re-sign youngsters Reilly Smith
and Torey Krug.
Down the middle is a dangerous 1-2
punch of Patrice Bergeron and David
Krejci. This duo of centers led the team in
points and will look to carry the team’s
offense with Milan Lucic, Brad Marchand,
Reilly Smith, and Loui Eriksson providing
secondary scoring.

Also look for Ryan Spooner to help
make up for the lost offense from Iginla.
Spooner was drafted in the 2010 NHL
Entry Draft and has slowly been honing
his craft over the years. Spooner is a
crafty offensive forward who plays with
creativity and confidence. With 11 assists
in 23 games last season, the talented
youngster will finally find a permanent
spot in the Bruins top nine.
Youngsters Reilly Smith and Torey
Krug have yet to be re-signed but will
probably command a heavy price. Smith
scored 51 points in 82 games and Krug
tied in defenseman scoring with 40 points
alongside cornerstone defenseman Zdeno
Chara. In order to re-sign the two players,
the Bruins will have to move several
million dollars in salary. With 11 players
on some form of no-trading clause, this
makes it difficult to achieve.
A likely trade target is defenseman
Johnny Boychuk. The 6-2 defensive
defenseman is coming off a career year
with 23 points in 75 games and is a
pending unrestricted free agent which
makes him a valuable trading asset. If
traded, youngster Dougie Hamilton
will be asked to step up and possibly
partner up with Chara as the team’s #2/3
defenseman.
Additionally, the Bruins hope Dennis
Seidenberg will return from injury
without missing a beat. He missed the
last half of the season as well as 12 playoff
games due to a knee injury. Seidenberg is
able to eat tons of minutes for the Bruins
blueline, so if the team does decide to

The Bruins look to replace Jarome Iginla’s 30 goals (MTC Campus)
trade away a defenseman, Seidenberg will
be asked to play those extra minutes.
Overall, the Bruins look just as strong
as last season. The departure of Iginla
opens the doors for younger players like
Smith and Spooner to step up. In the
next few weeks, keep a close eye on the
blueline as it seems likely the Bruins
will trade away a defenseman in order to
free up some cap space. Still, the Bruins
impressive depth will be able to fill in any
gaps that may become present throughout
the season.
Looking to the future, the Bruins
drafted forward David Pastrnak with
the 25th overall pick in the 2014 NHL

Entry Draft. The Czech offensive winger
is known for his all-round offense, his
hockey smarts, and his speed. He scored
24 points in 34 games in the Allsvenkan,
the second best league in Sweden, and
will take several years developing before
playing in the NHL.
The Bruins will open the season in
Boston against the Philadelphia Flyers on
October 8th, 2014, at TD Garden.
KEY ADDITIONS: D Steve Eminger,
F Matt Fraser KEY SUBTRACTIONS: F
Jarome Iginla, G Chad Johnson, D Andrej
Meszaros, F Shawn Thornton

New England Patriots sneak by lowly
Oakland Raiders 16-9
By Pat Curran
Staff Writer

A win is a win. That is the attitude the New England
Patriots and their fans need to have this week. They need
to realize they dodged a bullet this past Sunday, sneaking
by the now 0 and 3 Oakland Raiders by a score of 16-9.
The Patriots offense was lethargic and inconsistent, while
their defense was able to play a successful bend and do
not break the style of football. Simply put, it was not a
pretty game to watch.
I’m sure Patriots Head Coach Bill Belichick wanted
to come out and put up fifty against the Raiders in the
Patriots 2014 home opener, however
things did not turn out that way. The
Patriots were only able to muster
297 yards of total offense. Patriot’s
offensive coordinator Josh McDaniels
has to take a large pile of the blame
on this issue. The Raiders came into
the game with the worst defense in
the NFL, and the Patriots came out
on their first drive of the game, threw
three straight passes, and gained a
measly three yards.
Stevan Ridley ran for 101 yards
the previous week and had started to
look like the elite tailback he proved
he was in 2012, the one who leads the
AFC in rushing touchdowns with
twenty since 2012. Don’t tell this to
McDaniels however, as the only three
people he seems to care about are
Tom Brady, Julian Edelman, and Rob
Gronkowski. Brady was 24/37 on
passes and threw for 234 yards, which
comes out to a weak 6.3 yards per

throw. Brady has really seemed to develop a bad habit of
locking in on either Edelman or Gronkowski, as the two
caught fifty four percent of the team’s passes.
The offensive line was terrible as they let up two sacks
and six tackles for losses. A lone bright spot was rookie
Center Bryan Stork’s play, as he subbed in for Jordon
Devey. The offense really needs to find their groove and
start utilizing wide receivers Danny Amendola, Brandon
Lafell, and Aaron Dobson, as they have proven in the
past that the talent is there.
While the defense did not force any turnovers, they
also did not allow the Raiders offense to find the end
zone, limiting them to three field goals. Game balls have

to go to Chandler Jones and Don’t’a Hightower, as the
two have had back to back strong games. Jones had two
pass deflections and Hightower had a nice tackle for loss.
The Raiders were only able to gather 247 yards of offense.
Part of the reason they only gained so few yards is their
head coach’s conservative play calling.
Rookie Quarterback Derek Carr seemed to throw
three yard outs every play as he was 21/34 for 157 yards.
The Patriots defensive line also deserves credit as they
were able to limit talented Raiders running back Darren
Mcfadden to 59 yards. This game was a throwback to the
2001 season when the Patriots’ defense would carry them
to victories as the offense struggled under second year
quarterback Tom Brady.
It was certainly a change of
pace as the Patriots offense the
last five or six years has been
dominant. The Patriots will
play the Chiefs next Monday
night in a primetime game.
The Chiefs will provide a nice
challenge as they are coming
off a 34-15 whooping of the
Miami Dolphins, a team the
Patriots lost to in the first
week of the season. Time will
tell if the Patriots are truly an
elite team, and I think I speak
for everyone by saying keep
your fingers crossed and hope
Bill has some magic up his
sleeve.

A win is a win. The New England Patriots are 2-1-0 this season (MCT Campus)
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NFL faces another controversy; Viking’s
Peterson indicted on child abuse charges
By Daniel Chan
Sports Editor
After the controversy about Ray
Rice and his assault on his wife, Adrian
Peterson steps in to feed the fire. On
September 11, 2014, the Minnesota
Vikings running back was indicted on
charges of reckless or negligent injury to
a child. He has been accused of beating
his four-year old son with a tree branch
causing severe wounds on the child.
The Minnesota Vikings reacted by
giving the All-Star player a single game
suspension. After the controversy of how
the NFL reacted to Ray Rice, the Vikings
initial punishment came under fire by
the public. In response, the Vikings
increased the punishment by putting him
on the activities exempt/commissioner’s
permission list, which would ban him
from all team activities.
Peterson will appear in court on
October 8th and faces up to two years in
prison and a $10,000 fine if convicted.
Already, Peterson has lost many of his
sponsors and the Vikings are also facing
similar threats due to their association
with the player.
It is suggested that the Vikings may
move forward without their star running
back. ESPN’s Chris Mortensen reports
that, “The Vikings do not foresee Peterson
in their future, according to team

Peterson’s absence leaves many questions, on and off the field (MCT Campus)
sources.”
Looking to replace Peterson is Matt
Asiata who gained only 35 yards on 12
carries against the New Orleans Saints
last Sunday. The Vikings lost 20-9 to the
Saints, rushing only 59 yards. The swift
departure of Peterson has left the Vikings
scrambling for answers.
The Vikings next few moves will be
most interesting. While the team wants

to remain competitive, the accusations
towards Peterson are quite serious and
something the team may not want to
associate themselves with.
The revelation of Peterson’s actions
has also sparked nationwide debate on
the extent parents should be allowed
to physically punish their child. Many
believe that spanking is an acceptable
form of punishment. UT San Diego

reports that, “and while surveys show
a general downward trend in the
acceptability of spanking in this country
— from 84 percent in the mid-1980s to
roughly 70 percent today — there are
significant segments of the population
who believe that sparing the rod is
spoiling the child.”
Peterson has tried to defend himself
by explaining his intent to discipline. He
released a statement saying, “I am not a
perfect son. I am not a perfect husband. I
am not a perfect parent, but I am, without
a doubt, not a child abuser. I am someone
that disciplined his child and did not
intend to cause him any injury.”
However, it is argued that the extent
of his treatment towards his child crossed
a line from discipline to abuse. Pictures
released on TMZ shows cuts and bruises
to the child’s back, buttocks, and ankles,
from the tree branch.
Peterson’s future with the Vikings
appears to be bleak. Although the team
needs his talent, the distraction and
negative stigma that comes along with
him may not be worth it. In regards
to Adrian Peterson, eyes will be on
the NFL to see if they can react in an
appropriate manner following their initial
controversial punishment of Ray Rice
which was viewed by many as inadequate.
But like Ray Rice, Peterson might find
himself out of the NFL soon.

NCAA hits UConn with violation for Geno
Auriemma’s call to Mo’ne Davis
By John Altavilla
(MCT Campus)
The NCAA has cited UConn for a secondary violation
of rules after reviewing Geno Auriemma’s congratulatory
phone call to Little League star Mo’ne Davis last month.
Secondary violations do not typically result in NCAA
penalties. Instead, corrective action is usually taken
that includes rules education. A letter of admonishment
is usually included and in some cases contact with the
specific recruit is banned for a set period of time.
UConn athletic director Warde Manuel was not
pleased.
“Over the last 24 hours, the University of Connecticut,
the American Athletic Conference and the NCAA have
been working together to determine whether a violation
occurred when head women’s basketball coach Geno
Auriemma spoke with Mo’ne Davis over the phone
during the 2014 Little League World Series,” Manuel said
in a statement. “The NCAA has determined a secondary
rules violation of bylaw 13.1.3.1 did occur and while
UConn accepts this decision, we do not agree with it.
“Prior to attempting to reach Davis, Coach Auriemma
checked with the UConn compliance department and
was advised such a call would be permissible since Davis
is not considered a prospective student-athlete by the
NCAA and the call was to be congratulatory rather than
recruiting in nature.
“While UConn will continue to adhere to the NCAA
and conference rules, I believe that upon request from
a friend to Geno, a proud Philadelphian, to call a young
lady representing the City of Brotherly Love who had
accomplished historic feats in the Little League World
Series, should not constitute a violation especially due
to the fact that NCAA rules do not classify Mo’ne as a

prospective student-athlete.
“The nature of Coach Auriemma’s two-minute
conversation with Mo’ne had nothing to do with
recruiting and instead had everything to do with
congratulating and encouraging Mo’ne to continued
success.
“I consider this matter closed and we will have no
further comment.”
Multiple sources told The Courant Thursday that
neither the Atlantic Coast Conference nor the American
Athletic Conference were responsible for the complaint
made against Auriemma.
On Wednesday, Auriemma said a conference that
he would not identify, acting on behalf of a member
school, filed a complaint against him the alleging that his
congratulatory call to Davis was a recruiting violation.
On Thursday, Barbara Jacobs, the AAC’s newly
appointed associate commissioner of women’s basketball,
said the league was obligated to investigate the complaint
and was is in the process of doing so, with UConn and
the NCAA compliance offices.
Several years ago UConn self-reported a secondary
violation of NCAA rules involving the recruiting of
Maya Moore. The complaint, filed by the SEC on behalf
of Tennessee, occurred in 2005 when the women’s
basketball office arranged for Moore, then a high school
student and top national recruit, to tour ESPN.
But the circumstances here are quite different.
According to an athletic department source, the
NCAA viewed Davis, despite her age, as someone more
significant than a typical “individual athlete” because of
her notoriety and previously expressed interest in playing
for UConn.
And even though it was not Auriemma’s intent to
speak directly to Davis, the fact that he initiated the call
simply to express support and congratulations obviously

did not sit well with NCAA compliance.
The NCAA defines a secondary violation as one that
is inadvertent in nature or doesn’t represent a significant
competitive advantage.
Davis, 13, made history by pitching a shutout and
collecting an RBI to lead the Philadelphia-based Taney
Dragons to the semifinals of the United States Little
League championship in Williamsport, Pa.
Before her team’s semifinal game against Nevada,
which Davis started, Auriemma placed a call to the Little
League’s administrative office, on behalf of a request
from the Philadelphia 76ers, to say hello.
What made Davis stand out in Connecticut more
than her accomplishments on the field was the UConn
sweatshirt she wore everywhere she went along with
her public admission that she dreamed of playing point
guard for Auriemma and the Huskies.
Since the end of the tournament, Davis has worn the
UConn sweatshirt during visits to the WNBA semifinals
in Minnesota, where her idol, Moore was among those
who autographed it for her. Earlier this week she was
also wearing it in Los Angeles when she met Dodgers ace
Clayton Kershaw, another of her favorite athletes, before
throwing a first-pitch strike before the game at Dodger
Stadium.
The conversation between Auriemma and Davis was
witnessed by those in the Little League’s administrative
office, where Davis was standing when the call came in.
It was reported that nothing more than small talk took
place between Davis and the Hall of Fame coach, who
encouraged her to get a few hits.

Do you enjoy talking about sports?
You should write for The Archway.
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@SantanderBankUS

The Santander Student Banking package is available for full-time and part-time students age 16 through 25 years old attending a college, university or other undergraduate level school. Proof
of enrollment required.
* To qualify for cash bonus: (1) open a new Santander Student Banking package, which comprises a Santander Student Checking account ($10 minimum deposit) and a Santander Student Savings account ($10
minimum deposit), or have a pre-existing savings account by December 31, 2014; (2) enroll in Online Banking at account opening; (3) request a Santander® Debit MasterCard® (“Debit Card”) at the time of
account opening or link a Santander university identification card to your new account, (4) provide a valid email address at account opening, and (5) make 5 purchases with your Santander Debit Card ATM
card or have a direct deposit. The 5 debit card purchases or direct deposit must be made within 60 days of the last day of the month in which the account was opened. The account will be credited within
75 days from the last day of the month in which the account was opened. One bonus per customer. The annual percentage yield (APY) as of 7/1/14 for Santander Student Savings is 0.03%. APY is subject to
change at any time including after account opening. Fees may reduce earnings. Students who currently have a personal checking account or who have had a personal checking account with Santander Bank in
the last year are not eligible for this offer. Cannot be combined with other personal checking offers. Offer available only to U.S. residents. Santander team members are not eligible. Offer expires 12/31/14. This
bonus will be reported as interest on Form 1099-INT in the year received.
Santander Bank N.A. is a Member FDIC and a wholly owned subsidiary of Banco Santander, S.A. © 2014 Santander Bank, N.A. All rights reserved. Santander, Santander Bank, and the Flame Logo are
registered trademarks, and A Bank for Your Ideas is a service mark, of Banco Santander, S.A. or its affiliates or subsidiaries in the United States and other countries. MasterCard is a registered trademark of
MasterCard International Incorporated.
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A truly paperless world
(or just in the bathroom)
By Sean Erwin
Contributing Writer
Upon arriving at Bryant University for another
year I began my journey moving into my new suite
living situation. There was already a lot to take into
account when moving into this new situation. I had
to now not only worry about cleaning my room,
but my common room, and the bathroom, as well
as adjust to living with five people. Then the night
of move in, our RA told us that students will be no
longer receiving toilet paper in the suites. We were
told we will be given 10 rolls and then we are on
our own for toilet paper. Afterwards, there wasn’t
much uproar at the meeting nor
was there a violent overthrow of
the RA for toilet paper. But there
was a sense of confusion about
this decision from the RA, the
students, and the Head RA who
also happenedto be at the meeting.
There still isn’t much of a
discussion on campus about the
decision, until you mention that
you have to buy toilet paper and
then there’s a plethora of stories
about stealing toilet paper and
how the decision makes people
pretty irritated. One complaint that seems to be
constant is why did they take the toilet paper away
from us. In expressing my concerns to teachers
and administrators on campus informally, I have
heard again and again, “Well I had to pay for my
toilet paper when I went to school,” or “You know
Bryant is one of the few schools that did provide
toilet paper,” but Bryant is not just any other school
and Bryant is a lot different than the schools these
administrators went to in their time. Bryant is a
school that actively seeks to improve student life
and comfort on this campus by creating more

opportunities and activities in both the academic
and social worlds. But it seems Bryant takes a step
backward when it comes to living comforts.
I had mentioned on move in day that I moved
into my new suite living situation. When entering
the suite, many things would have stood out as a
red flag if this were a hotel/motel or any place you
were going to stay. First, the furniture in the suite,
though intact, was not to the potential they could
be. Our screen broken, curtains mangled in a few
of the rooms, in all a room worth about $70 dollars
a night at Motel 6. In comparison, a Motel 6 room
comes with a bathroom with soaps, conditioners,
a shower cap; a common space with laundered
linens, a coffee maker, a television,
and a telephone. But above all, it
comes with toilet paper. A room
that I say in for at times, under
a week, provides all of those
listed above and toilet paper. The
room that I am staying in for
an academic year, worth $8,277,
comes with outlets, a shower, a
plastic mattress, a desk and some
furniture and no toilet paper.
This article is a bit in left field
for its topic and its complaint, but
I just need a wipe. With stresses
of school, a social life, a job, and whatever else is
thrown my way, I just want the peace of mind that
when I sit on the John, I don’t have to worry if my
roommate John got a chance to get toilet paper. It’s
the least thing a school can do for its students, just
spare us a square. Going to the bathroom shouldn’t
be a Bryant Idea Challenge on how to optimize
your limited toilet paper supply. So could we please
have our toilet paper back, because I just got the
urge to put something down on paper.

Phonies at climate change march
By Nicole Krupski
Contributing Writer

This past weekend, September
21st, was the world’s “largestever” climate change march. I
happened to be fortunate enough
to be in New York City while
this event was taking place. This
march kindled a lot emotions for
myself that I would like to share
to the rest of you.
What I realized this weekend
is that people love to pretend they
care. This is not to say that some
people who were at this protest
are not die hard environmentalists, but there also were a lot of
phonies at this event. Actually,
there are a lot of phonies not
only at this march, but in life in
general.
I’m glad that people are taking
a stance and actively fighting for
this cause or for any cause for
that matter, but I also do believe
that there are little steps we
can all take each and everyday
to show our concerns without
recognition. Too many people in
life need recognition to confirm
that what they are doing is right,
which to me makes no sense at
all. If you are doing something
you believe in or something you
agree with strongly you should
be doing it for whatever it is the
cause is, not because it is the ‘cool’
thing to do. It’s almost like peer

pressure never stops influencing
individuals no matter how old
someone may be.
What I really want to know
is how many people that were
there this weekend actually use
recycled/reusable water bottles?
How many people take the time
to separate their trash? How
many people there print double
sided or actually refrain from
printing when they can? Which
people bring a reusable bag every
time they go to the grocery store?
I am not here to say that I am
perfect or that I am an environmentalist, but I do care about the
environment in which we live in.
I try to live by environmentalist
practices everyday of my life, but
I do not need to walk in a march
to prove this. I do not need recognition from outside forces to
know what I am doing is right or
that what I am affecting the world
in which we live in.
I do not need to stand in a
march to prove I care. I do not
need to put on a show for the
world to see because when it
comes down to it I am making a
difference, a much bigger difference than those who went to the
protest and then proceeded to
throw their papers on the ground
or in a non-recycled trash bin.
Society is so hypocritical. We
do one thing in front of people
and behind closed doors we do

Over 310,000 people joined in
the March last weekend. (Zoë
Schlanger, Newsweek)

another. We turn a blind eye
when it is convenient to us. We
pretend we care and put on a
show for the world around us to
watch.
I challenge everyone who
reads this article to take a look
at what protests they partake in,
what actions they take, and and
think about what it is they believe
in. Write down three causes you
stand for. Now, make sure you’re
taking action for the right reason.
Make sure you are standing up
for what you believe in. Life
should not be a show we put on,
it should be us doing what we
want because it’s what we believe
in. We do not need others to tell
us what is right and wrong. At
the end of the day you are the
person you have to look at. You
are the person you are going
to have to live with; on and off
screen.
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Featuring feminism:
Brian Boughton
By Aubrey Waz
StaffWriter

Brian Boughton is a Resident Director and the Student Advisor
of the Pride Club on campus. Brian was nominated to be this week’s
Featured Feminist due to his constant work to create a safe space for
students, as well as to promote campus-wide acceptance and empowerment. Boughton says that he is proud to call himself a feminist,
but notes that people do sometimes become confused when he uses
the term and falsely attribute it to the fact that he is a member of the
LGBT+ community. This assumption, however, is simply false. Boughton is not a feminist because of his sexual identity, but rather because
he knows that there are instances where it is important to check his
privilege and challenge social assumptions about gender. Feminism is
an issue that Boughton is very passionate about, and he was very excited for the opportunity to talk about what feminism means to him.
“I think people have a perception of feminism that’s not accurate; there’s a sense that to be a feminist means to hate men or to rail
against anything typically considered ‘feminine.’ I think that misses
the point, though. The benefit of feminism is not only that it advocated for equal rights and treatment for women (which, I would argue,
is still necessary), but that it allows freer expression for everyone.
“Feminism, and critical theory in general, point out a truth that
much of what we think of as biologically innate characteristics are
actually culturally and socially constructed; theidea of what men do,
what women do, or even what the words ‘man’ and ‘woman’ entail are
actually products of our society. That’s not to say they aren’t real – they
very much impact the day-to-day lives of everyone starting in infancy
with the gendered nature of toys and the way parents relate to their
children – but that they aren’t as rigid as we say they are. Pink used to
be considered a ‘boy’s’ color, for whatever that means. I guess overall
I’m saying that if we stopped doing that – stopped labeling things on
the gender binary – it would allow people to express themselves however they wanted; men can be nurses; women can be soldiers; none of
that has to mean that they are less ‘manly’ or ‘womanly’ and none of
that has to do with whether they are a certain sexual orientation.
“In terms of being a male, I think most men would benefit from
being a feminist. Not only for the reasons above, but because a lot of
the patriarchal assumptions about men are very negative (i.e., that
violence is how men communicate). Think about a lot of the literature around sexual assault prevention, even – it teaches women how
to avoid tempting men (don’t lead men on, don’t dress a certain way,
don’t walk alone at night). There’s a pretty perverse assumption in
there that the responsibility is on women not to provoke men because
men can’t control themselves. Where is the messaging asking men
to just not assault people? Where are the fathers (and mothers, and
teachers) having conversations with young people about what consent
is and isn’t? That’s just one example of the ways men are misrepresented in our culture that I think feminism aims to address. There’s
a lot more out there, and plenty of thought provoking feminist and
pro-feminist pieces on ways patriarchy and preconceived concepts of
masculinity hurt men.
“It’s interesting – I think men have the potential, the responsibility,
to use the privilege that they are given to promote conversation on this
subject. That’s what being an ally is all about – using privilege for good
instead of reinforcing oppressive norms.”
Boughton believes that the most important thing for students to
do is to look beyond the labels that people assign to one another and
instead focus on seeing people and situations as a whole. “Engage in
conversation in an academic and judgment freeway, whether it’s in the
classroom or with your roommate at three a.m.”
It is the hope of the Hochberg Women’s Center and the Bryant
Archway to make the Featuring Feminism column a permanent spot
in the weekly newspaper. The intent of this column will be to highlight empowered women and men who strive to make a difference on
Bryant’s campus, particularly in the realm of equality and acceptance
of all students. Each week a student, staff, or faculty member can be
nominated by Tuesday by sending an email to Aubrey Waz (awaz@
bryant.edu) with an individual’s name and a brief description of why
you believe this individual should be the following week’s featured
feminist.

The Opinion pages of The Archway feature the opinions of the identified columnists and writers,
which are not necessarily those of the newspaper or Bryant University.
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A new beginning to Salmo and its food
Students speak out about the new and improved Salmo dining hall and tell others to give it a second chance
By Jake Berg
Contributing Writer
Along with redesigned ID cards, a
renovated ceiling for the Unistructure,
and the addition of Starbucks in two
locations, Bryant students who returned
this month were welcomed, upon their
arrival, with an important new change: a
brand new dining hall. Aesthetically, the
hall has been altered through subtle yet
transformative changes, giving the room
a more modern, expansive feel. More
significant, however, are the changes to
the Salmanson menu, which has given
the once maligned dining hall an exciting

fresh start.
As announced last year (through an
e-mail from President Machtley himself),
Bryant University recently selected
Aramark as its new food provider, in a
partnership that extends beyond Salmo
to Nick’s Place as well. The decision
was made last spring, after a lengthy
exploration of several options, while
construction officially began this summer.
Now, students who have returned from
summer break have been greeted by
several improvements.
The first thing one notices upon
observing Salmo today, in relation to
years past, is how broadly the variety
has expanded. This semester, there are

Salmo’s new food provider offers not only more options, but also healthier
ones.

numerous food options that simply
weren’t there last year, including
eggplant parmesan, stuffed peppers, and
personalized Pho Noodle bowls – all
perfect for the once-forgotten vegetarians.
Other additions include battered cod,
Chinese broccoli, and even sushi - the
latter of which has been met with mixed
reactions.
It’s not the quality of the sushi,
however, that has polarized the student
body. Rather, it’s the mere concept of
a place like Salmo (an abbreviation
of Salmonella, as the punchline goes)
offering something like sushi - not an
option you’d want to take your chances
on. To some, sushi and Salmo is a lethal
combination, like ordering shrimp
cocktail at a bowling alley.
However, as one student who loves the
sushi told me, “Everyone should give the
dining hall a second chance. Compared
to last year, it’s a lot different, and a
lot better.” He’s not the only one who
appreciates the changes. As another peer
enthused, “The chicken patties are only a
little better than last year, but now they’re
available every day! My life is complete.”
Of course, as with any renovation,
there are some things added and
other things lost. One loss that’s been
particularly mourned by students is the
absence of waffle makers, which were once
considered a staple of Salmo breakfast.
However, according to Salmo’s registered
dietician Katherine Moran, students
with questions, comments or concerns
about their dining experience can provide
feedback by taking the Voice of Consumer
survey, to which a response will be made

within 48 hours.
Another aspect of the new and
improved Salmo is a refined commitment
to health. These days, we are more
conscious than ever of the nutrition of our
diets, and to that Aramark is sensitive.
According to Moran, Aramark’s mission
is “to enrich and nourish the lives of the
Bryant University community by providing
convenient, flexible,and varied dining
options, including healthy choices.”
This objective is exemplified in Salmo’s
new salad bar, which has been upgraded
to provide far more variety than last year’s,
offering “fresh, seasonal vegetables, lean
and vegetarian proteins, and composed
salads.” There are more healthy options,
such as chicken paella and whole grain
pasta, served at the Chef ’s Table.
Of course, Salmo also offers some
not-so-nutritious options, like tasty fries
and delectable desserts, but according to
Moran, balance is important. “Moderation
is key to nutrition success,” she says, “and
Salmo offers a great balance of student
favorites and fresh, healthy options to
accomplish that.”
Ultimately, as hard as it may be to
reconcile the old Salmo with new one,
there is no denying that the Salmo of
today is very different from the Salmo of
yesteryear. And for those who have tried
it, many agree that there has been a vast
improvement. Of course, every Bryant
student is urged to visit Salmo and make
his or her own judgment, but it is also
important that students do so with an open
mind – ready to embrace, and hopefully
enjoy, a new beginning.

Something catchy to think about
“Souled Out” – Jhene Aiko

Since neo soul singer, Jhene
Aiko took off with her debut EP,
“Sail Out”, released in November
2013, she has collaborated
with rap music heavyweights
such as Drake, Big Sean, and
Kendrick Lamar. Rumors even
began to surface of a Drake and
Aiko collaboration album to be
dropped in the near future. I
felt the 7 song EP was well made
production wise and had strong
collaborations, which took the
piece’s quality and her story of
passion and mistaken love to the
next level.
As expected her new
submission, “Souled Out”
had fine production, mainly
from reputable producer No
I.D., who signed Aiko to his
emerging label back in 2011. It
also features production from
names such as Clams Casino,
Thundercat, and Key Wane who
release some of the most creative
instrumentals in hip-hop music
today. I was shocked by how the
album challenged such a bland,
relaxing, almost psychedelic soul
sound and yet No I.D. was able to
bring in beautiful piano riffs and
both electric and acoustic guitar
melodies on back to back songs.
With that said, the “Souled Out”
production was innovative and

original. The creativity that went
into this album’s sound and style
was top tier, and you can tell the
production was well thought out.
Jhene’s vocals are strong,
melodic, and sooth throughout
this entire piece with little help
from collaborations from
start to finish. I do feel the lack of
collaborations on this album is a
weak point, when usually I would
feel the opposite. I felt like the
guest features from artists such
as Kendrick Lamar and Vince
Staples were so well integrated
into “Sail Out”, I missed getting
a piece of that on the new LP.
With that said, I feel Aiko’s lack
of friends on the album, aside
rom the minor vocal roles and
the freestyle by artist Common
on the last song, make the tape
more personal and even more
memorable. “Souled Out” feels
like a more confident Jhene Aiko
than on her prior EP. This is so
noticeable to the point that, “Sail
Out” feels like the prequel f this
album, in an elongated story
of a woman’s static heartbreak
and philosophical path to
enlightenment.
Holistically, this project
is pretty strong, loaded with
chill vibes, relatable tracks, and
some introspection. I’m fairly
satisfied with “Souled Out”.
My biggest complaint being the
simplified lyrics on some songs
such as “Lyin King” and the
basic, almost annoying hooks
such as the one on “Pretty Bird
(Freestyle)”. The repetitive almost
yelling of “Pretty Bird” on that
chorus almost makes sense
though, because it is apparently
a freestyle, making the album’s
closing more personal.
My Rating: Strong 7

By Nick Colantonio
Contributing Writer
Other Albums of the Past Week
to Check Out:
“Dream Your Life Away”– Vance
Joy
“Anomaly” – Lecrae

“X” – Chris Brown
It is hard to argue that Chris
Brown hasn’t been a dominating force in mainstream music
culture in the past decade.
Even with his discrepancies
and stupid behavior he has
somehow been able to release
some of the biggest hits in my
lifetime, connecting to people

“I Don’t Dance” – Lee Brice
“Next to Nothing” – Rittz
“Zebop!” – Santana
“All You Can Do” – Watsky

Other Albums of the Past Week
to Check Out:
“Sundown Heaven Town” – Tim
McGraw
“Broken Compass” – Sleepwave
“Greetings From California” –
The Madden Brothers
*Logic’s new single, “Under Pressure”
Kendrick Lamar’s new single “I”

Email Nick at
ncolantonio@bryant.edu
and tell him what to review next!

of all ages, creeds, and colors.
With that said, whether one is a
fan of Chris Brown as a person
or not, it is hard to deny that he
has made some powerful and
widely enjoyable music. Chris
has been able to change his style
and sound, making it work on
every album he has released
to date. That is often the biggest struggle with an artist like
himself in such a static field of
entertainment. “X” holds to this
observation.
The album-titled first track
opens the album leading the
listener to believe “X” is a low
key song you maybe would have
found on Chris Brown’s sophomore album “Exclusive”. Once
the dub step-like synths, brought
to you by producer Diplo, kick
in you can tell that this album
will be entirely different, and it
is. It is much more in the now
and dives into the future of club/

rnb music on harder hitting
songs such as “Body Shots”. This
is not to say he keeps this sound
through the entire album. There
are certainly more relaxing
points on this album, which are
blended in fairly well with moments such as, “Time for Love”
and “Autumn Leaves”. That’s not
to say “X” is without flaw.
The album’s vibe certainly
piggy-backs off the modern
work of alternative rnb artists
such as The Weekend and Jhene
Aiko, who is even featured on
the project. He keeps up with
the styles of these other artists
reasonably well, but still does
not quite do justice, especially
when it comes to the production on the LP. The production
feels almost lazy and cliché-like
at many points. I feel that if he
worked with more abstract producers like Diplo, who produced
“X”, Chris Brown would have
himself a top album. Because the
album lacks suitable production on most tracks, “X” is no
classic. Making the lackadaisical
production worse, the extended
version of the project is 21 songs
long, which is just too lengthy
for an album with little substance as a whole. On the bright
side, there are a good handful of
take away singles off this thing
(ei. Fine China, Body Shots, X,
Autumn Leaves, Drunk Texting,
etc.). I personally just wish more
effort was put into the album,
even though it basically meets
the standards fans would have
for “X”.
My Rating: Weak 7
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What Grinds My Gears

Residence hall air conditioning
By Erin Daly
Contributing Writer
College students have been complaining that all
dorm buildings on campus should have central airconditioning. Here at Bryant University, only seven
out of all 17 residence halls have air conditioning.
These include halls 5, 6, 7, 14, 15, 16, and 17. All
three of the dorms strictly reserved for freshmen are
air-conditioned, which surely makes for a difficult
adjustment for upperclassmen as they move into
their new suites. Also, few acknowledge the fact
that classes are held at Bryant during the summer
months and many students do still live on campus
during the sweltering season.
Halls 1 through 13 contain suites that each
consist of three double bedrooms, a bathroom and
common room. Halls 14, 15 and 16 are for freshmen, and hall 17 is the newest residence hall and
is slightly more complex than the other suite-style
halls. Jenna Cannata, a sophomore living in hall 4
argues, “It’s amazing how we pay over 50 grand a
year to go to school here and they can’t even afford
air conditioning in every residence hall.” Meanwhile, Kelley Murphy, a junior currently living in
hall 17 states, “It’s very nice living in an air conditioned suite. The temperature is consistent throughout the year and I never have any problems with it.”
Temperature problems in living environments
impact the quality of sleep a person gets and
therefore can affect the person’s performance in the
classroom and other aspects of life. According to a
sleep study by the Harvard Medical School, “REM
sleep” is commonly more sensitive to temperaturerelated disruption.
REM (Rapid Eye Movement) sleep is most crucial to our health, thus leading to sleep deprivation
when disturbed. For college students, this may be
the difference between having the energy to study

and achieve that A- rather than B+, or stay up late
one night to finish an essay.
It is clear that athletics are also highly valued
here at Bryant, with 22 NCAA division I sports.
With that being said, the athletic performance quality of athletes can be significantly altered if he or
she is not obtaining the necessary amount of sleep
they may need. In addition to sleep, if a person is
producing an excess amount of sweat, dehydration will become a problem as well. In fact, it has
been reported that for a living environment is more
important than one initially recognizes.
Many students are aware of the main reason
most halls lack an air conditioning system, that
being that there is no need for one most of the academic year. It is certainly an expensive installment
that most likely would not be necessary enough to
make the investment. However, for those students
involved in summer classes, as well as for those with
naturally high body temperatures, air conditioning would certainly be beneficial. Room and board
fees for residence halls are around $10,000, which
gives students the idea that their money is not spent
wisely.
Here at Bryant, the order in which students
select their dorms for the next year is determined
by the amount of credits each suite member has obtained so far at the university. This is arguably one
of the fairest housing methods, as it allows for the
upperclassmen to have first choice. It goes without
saying that the residence halls with air conditioning
are the first ones to go. Of course, accommodations
are made for those with health problems who need
to be in an air-conditioned room. According to
students, installing air conditioning into every residence hall on campus would be a positive addition
to the Bryant
University campus.

Greek Spotlight

Greek girls get good grades during spring semester of 2014
By Krysten Zuffelato
Contributing Writer
Achieving a 4.0 in college
is not an easy task. Being
involved in Greek life and
other organizations while still

being able to uphold a 4.0 GPA
is something to be extremely
proud of. We are very pleased
to announce we had 4 Greek
women achieve a 4.0 this past
spring semester. Everyone has
their own way of studying
whether it is flashcards, study
guides, or conversing with
someone else until you remember
the material. The Greek women
who made President’s list have
shared some helpful tips with
the rest of us in hopes of helping
other students become just as
successful during their years at
Bryant.
Kristen Endrizzi, a senior
Actuarial Science major in
Sigma Sigma Sigma, was a
student during spring semester
who achieved this high honor.
Along with Greek life, Kristen
is involved with Her Campus,
Up ‘Til Dawn, Order of Omega,
and the Actuarial Association.
Some advice that Kristen wanted

to share with campus about
how she was able to achieve a
4.0 last semester was learning
the information in your own
words. If you are able to explain a
concept to someone else you are
more likely to remember it and
understand it rather than just
memorizing it.
In addition to Kristen, Alpha
Omicron Pi had two members
who accomplished a 4.0 last
semester. Marisa Cohen, a senior
Accounting major involved in
Bryant Hillel, earned her 4.0 by
studying a few days in advance
before an exam. Cramming the
night before an exam won’t get
you very far; so being prepared
ahead of time and utilizing
office hours will make a huge
difference.

The other member of
Alpha Omicron Pi receiving
a 4.0 was Kristen McCarthy,
a Junior Global Supply Chain
Management major. Along
with Marissa, Kristen’s advice
is to spread out the material in
advance to allow more time for
understanding. She is a strong
believer in utilizing all of your
resources on campus like office
hours and ACE.
Another woman receiving
a 4.0 GPA last semester was
Samantha Faille, a Delta Zeta
who graduated this past spring.
Our Panhellenic community
is extremely proud of these
women for being as involved
as they are while still being so
dedicated to their academics.
These 4 women are role models
and great figures to look up to in
the Greek community. We hope
the number of 4.0’s achieved
by Greek members increases
in the years to come. Take the
advice given by these women and
utilize it because who knows,
maybe you’ll be the next student
at Bryant to make one of the
highest honors in college and see
your name on the president’s list.
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Bryant Said What?!
Compiled by Bryant Students
“Hey Ryan, let’s go take bathroom selfies!”
“Legit. They’re about as intelligent as a small fruit
fly.”
Your friends say something funny?
Send it in to Archway@bryant.edu

Profit and Loss
The Career Fair was a huge success!

Open House will be this Saturday! Get
ready!
Salmo please figure out a way in which
your lines become shorter!

Girl’s Volleyball will get em’ next time!

Meet The
Archway Staff:
John Logan

Name: John Logan
Position: Business Editor
Class: 2016
Hometown: Hanover, MA
Major: Marketing
Fun Facts:
• Netflix is bae
• Believes there is no such thing as
too much coffee
• Pursuing to find the truth behind
The Beatles’ conspiracy theory

Variety
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Classic movie review: forbidden planet
By Shayan Ushani
Contributor Writer

Forbidden Planet is a movie created in 1 956. With all the brilliance in filmography
of the 1950s and being released in the same decade as other films such as ‘Rear
Window,’ ‘Vertigo,’ ‘Rebel Without a Cause,’ and

‘The real talent isn’t with the director in this movie, but rather
the stars’

m any more, this movie stands out , and it created a legacy that jumps not only
decades, but millennia. The movie is directed by Fred M. Wilcox, with the
screenplay written by Cyril Hume. The real talent is not with the director o f this
movie, but rather the stars. Walter Pidgeon plays as Dr. Morbius and does more than
a good job of portraying a lonely yet loving scientist with a very high intellect. Anne
Francis plays Altaira Morbius, the daughter of Dr. Morbius. Francis was most likely
cast for her looks, to be portrayed as the innocent and pretty blonde, but that does not
mean she did not act well. The third big star of this movie is Leslie Nielsen, who plays
Commander Adams. To those who are only familiar with his works in the Naked Gun
trilogy, you will be intrigued and surprised to see Neilson play a more serious role, and
withmuch success.
The story takes place upon a starship, where a crew has a duty to investigate a
colony where an expedition was sent twenty years prior. After the landing of C-57D,
the starship, the movie takes place mostly on Altair IV. Forbidden Planet is a movie of
many firsts, which led way to an explosion of science fiction movies, especially ones of
higher artistic value. Forbidden Planet is the first movie to depict humans on a starship
of their own creation. It is also the first movie to be set in another world in space,
breaking out the boring queque of films set and bound by the realms of Earth.
This movie also pioneered in featuring Robby the Robot. This was the first example
in cinema of a robot that was complex and one that had its own distinctness through
its words and personality. This film is certainly historically significant. In its 98 minute
running time, the viewer is exposed to beautiful aesthetics especially considering that
this movie was filmed over half a century ago. The cinematography is excellent, and
every shot is breathtaking, whether it features a large underground laboratory of sorts,
or where the movie first starts on the arid exterior of Altair IV. As noted by critics
before me and what is quite evident through its scheme is that this movie’s plot is
derivative of Shakespeare’s ‘Tempest.’
Stranded in a strange foreign land with an impending source of danger seems to
ring a bell in both these works. Watching the film you will follow and find out many
mysteries. A simple synopsis hints at this film exclusively being science fiction, but
mystery, suspense, adventure, action, and even horror pile on as genres this film could
be classified under. Dr. Morbius and his daughter are the only ones on the planet, after
a whole expedition of many men was sent a couple of decades before to the planet. This,
coupled with Dr. Morbius’s warning for the ship to stay away leads to Commander
Adam’s questioning the true motives and what is going on.
As the viewer is led down the rabbit hole of aesthetically pleasing cinematography,
great acting, pioneering decisions, and an overall great concept, the viewer will come
out the other end pleased. The only people who will not appreciate this grand film are
those who cannot comprehend the circumstances of when it was released and those
who are so used to being fed junk through recent cinema that this boggles their minds.
I truly reveled in this film, and recommend it.

Special effects used for the spaceship (MGM)

Movie poster for Forbidden Planet (MGM)
This movie received 4 out of 5
Bulldogs
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How to: chocolate chip cookie cupcakes
By Kelsie Hollenbeck
Staff Writer
Is it a cupcake, is it a cookie, or is it just a little piece of heaven? This dessert will
challenge your taste buds, giving you the delectable vanilla cupcake taste with an
additional burst of warm chocolate chip cookie dough flavor on the inside. From
the exterior, it may just look like a plain, old cupcake. Once it is chomped into
though, that’s when you know it is a creation like no other. Don’t forget about the
simply amazing buttercream cookie dough frosting and chocolate chip cookie that
is decorating this beautiful masterpiece. Now you may have some negative thoughts
towards me currently, since this sweet treat isn’t sitting right in front of you waiting to
be devoured. Trust me though, one hour and you could make that dream into reality!
For such an elaborate look, these cupcakes are actually very simple to make. The real
challenge, when it comes to these cupcakes, is going to be describing all the emotions
you feel after you take one bite into this dessert. I’ll give you a hint…self-fulfillment is
definitely one of them.
Ingredients
For the Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough:
1 1/2 cups all-purpose flour
1/4 teaspoon baking soda
1/4 teaspoon sea salt
1/2 cup butter, softened
1/4 cup white sugar
1/2 cup brown sugar
1 egg
2 teaspoons vanilla extract
1 cup miniature semisweet chocolate chips

Directions:
1. Stir together the flour, baking soda, and sea salt; set aside. Beat in the butter, white
sugar, and brown sugar until smooth. Add 1 egg and the vanilla extract and beat
until smooth. Mix in the chocolate chips. Then form the dough into tablespoonsized balls; place onto a baking sheet, and freeze until solid, about 2 hours.
2. Bake 24 separate, small-size chocolate chip cookies at 350 degrees for 8 minutes
with some of the frozen cookie dough.
3. Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Line 24 muffin cups with paper liners.
4. Beat 3 eggs in a large bowl, add the cake mix, water, and canola oil; mix for 2
minutes. Spoon into the prepared cupcake liners, filling each 2/3 full. Place a frozen
cookie dough ball on the top center of each cupcake.
5. Bake in the preheated oven until a toothpick inserted into the cake portion of the
cupcake (not the cookie dough ball) comes clean, about 20 minutes. Cool in the
pans for 10 minutes before removing to cool completely on a wire rack. Wait until
fully cool to frost.
6. For the Frosting: Combine the butter and sugars until smooth and creamy. Mix
in the flour, milk and vanilla and continue to mix until all is well combined.
Frost cupcakes with a knife or scoop the frosting into a piping bag and pipe it on
decoratively. Sprinkle mini chips on top and add a small chocolate chip cookie.

For the Cupcake Mix:
1 (18.25 ounce) box yellow cake mix
1 1/3 cups water
1/3 cup canola oil
3 eggs
For the Frosting:
3/4 cup (1 1/2 sticks) salted butter
1 3/4 cups powdered sugar
1/3 cup packed brown sugar
1/2 cup all-purpose flour
1 1/2 tablespoons milk
1 teaspoon vanilla extract

Looking for a good place to eat off campus?
Coal Fire Pizza Providence

Il Fornello

By Stephanie Chaca
Contributing writer

At some point during the school
year, an average college student will
go off campus to look for a meal that
will satisfy his craving for something
other than mundane cafeteria food.
Unfortunately, not many
residential students are familiar with
the food Rhode Island has to offer
aside from fast food chains such as
McDonald’s, Burger King, Wendy’s,
and Taco Bell. Even then, a newcomer
may not want to eat something
unhealthy or something that can
be found back at home. Therefore, I
recommend to newcomers to Rhode
Island to take an evening every other
week to try out restaurants unique to
Rhode Island. In doing so, you
will have more opportunities to
experience, not only the food, but
the events and culture Rhode Island
has to offer on your drive outside of
campus.
As a native Rhode Islander who
commutes to Bryant every day, I can
list many places that all newcomers
should visit. However, there is one
restaurant that recently became one
of my favorite places in this state that
I would like to share: Il Fornello. This
place is a sit-down family restaurant
that serves Italian cuisine. They are
located in North Providence, near the
Pawtucket line, about a twenty minute
drive from Bryant or forty minutes by
bus. I’ve been to this restaurant quite
a few times, and I can truly say, I love
it there.
In general, the restaurant has
a welcoming, cozy atmosphere for
all guest parties; all while having a
sense of elegance for those looking
to bring a date. The restaurant is in
a brick building that looks small
on the outside, but roomier on the
inside, with tables that are well spread

out and decorated with a maroon
(or burgundy), white, and black
color scheme. As for the service, it
is good, although it could be better.
The servers get the job done; they
serve bread before the meal, they
take your order for drinks, then for
your meal, and they can be called to
your attention without much hassle.
However, depending on the server,
some of them have a positive attitude
while others can use an adjustment.
You receive the same amount of
hospitality from all the servers, but
you know when there is a server who
doesn’t have his or her mind set on
the job.The food, on the other hand, is
great. From my share of meals there,
one dish in particular tickled my
fancy: the Fettuccine Fornello. The
dish consists of crispy chicken tenders
with cooked mushrooms, scallions,
and sun-dried tomatoes in a pink
cream sauce served over fettuccine. It
looks like the dish is served as it came
right out of the oven, and the size of
the plate is even more than a hearty
helping for one person like myself.
The price of the dish itself as
with most entrees is between $12
and $18, but considering the cuisine,
atmosphere, and the serving size for
the meal, that is a reasonable price. I
admit, there are a few things on the
menu that are a bit expensive, but
it will not break your wallet. If you
would like an idea of the menu, go to
their website at www.ilfornellori.com.
Ultimately, on a scale from one to
ten, where one is the worst place you
can ever imagine and ten is the best of
the best, my overall rating would be
an eight.

By Megan Crain
Contributing Writer
Are you sick of the same options from
week to week here at Bryant? There are a lot
of great restaurants right down the road in
Providence. One that sticks out in my mind
would be, Coal Fire Pizza Providence.
Coal Fire Pizza is located on 385
Westminster St., Providence. This
restaurant has a user friendly website
(providencecoalfirepizza.com) where you
can make a reservation right on the home
page. Coal Fire Pizza would be a great spot
to go with friends on the weekend or to take
your family there when they are visiting.
Coal Fire Pizza serves Lunch and Dinner
with convenient hours for whenever you can
fit this dining experience into your plans.
I went to Coal Fire Pizza for my birthday
with my boyfriend and could not have
picked a better spot for this celebration.
We all know it is a pain to find parking in
Providence, you do not have to worry about
that here because they have free valet! When
we first walked in we were greeted by a very
friendly host. With high ceilings and cool
light fixtures this restaurant had a very
modern feel to it. We made reservations
since it was a Friday night, and good thing
because the place was packed! We got sat
right away. Our table was right next to a bar
like arrangement where it surrounded the
coal fire oven. If you sit at the bar you could
watch them prepare and cook the pizzas,
which I thought was a nice touch.
Soon after we sat we were greeted by our
server. We wanted to get an appetizer but
were not sure which one because they had
several options to choose from. We asked
our server for a suggestion and she pointed
us to the Coal-Fired Wings which were
baked wings with sea salt, rosemary, and
roasted onions. The wings were delicious,
they were juicy and fresh out of the oven
when we received them. The wings were
gone within the first 5 minutes they were
given to us. They also have different types of

salads to choose from, but we wanted to go
straight to the pizza next. Like appetizers,
they had several different types of pizzas.
The pizza choice was not your ordinary pizza
menu, ranging from the classic Peperoni
Pizza to a Clam Pizza. To name a few they
had the Steak Bomb Pizza (shaved steak,
roasted onions, crimini mushrooms, hot
peppers, provolone, and Great Hill blue
cheeses), the Rocket Pizza (Margherita pizza
topped with arugula and Pecorino), and
The Conrad Pizza (roasted onion, sausage,
roasted peppers, mozzarella, pecorino
and rosemary.) We ordered a simple half
pepperoni and half sausage pizza. It was a
thin crust pizza with a very crunchy bottom
and crust with just the right amount of
sauce, cheese, and toppings. The sauce was
sweet, the cheese melted in your mouth, and
the meat tasted veryfresh. It was only the two
of us and we ordered a large pizza, so we had
about four pieces to take home.
After the delicious pizza came the
homemade dessert! We shared the chocolate
mousse and it was just
enough to fill that sweet craving. Coal
Fire Pizza also offers butterscotch pudding,
and a cannolis for dessert!
When eating the food you could taste
how fresh the ingredients were. Coal
Fire Pizza prides themselves on making
everything from scratch and you can tell that
in the quality of the food. With that being
said the prices are a little higher than your
average pizza joint, but the extra money is
worth the quality of the food. Also, the room
can get a bit loud if they are packed. That was
probably the only downfall of my experience.
The users on Yelp gave Coal Fire Pizza
Providence 4 out of 5 stars with great
reviews! For your next evening out with
friends or family I would definitely suggest
going to Coal Fire Pizza Providence! This
was their mission located on their website,
“Our mission is not just to satisfy your
appetite, but to provide you with a great
downtown atmosphere with the comfort
foods you crave... all created from scratch.”
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Film review:
The College Scoop
SEE WHAT STUDENTS AT OTHER
The Fault in Our Stars
By AJ Beltis
Staff Writer
Opening with a similar narration to that of Little Manhattan, The Fault in Our
Stars’ protagonist, Hazel Grace Lancester (the can’t-do-wrong Shailene Woodley)
informs us that her love story isn’t the happiest or most uplifting - it’s just the way it
is. And as much as it breaks the audience’s heart, the film’s truthfulness supersedes
our need for a happy ending, even though we’d do anything to see Hazel and her beau
Augustus (Ansel Elgort) get one.

‘The characters are fully worthy of my priase as a reviewer’

COLLEGES ARE READING ABOUT

The Cavalier Daily
University of Virginia

Charlottesville police have revised the charges against Jesse Matthew to include
abduction with intent to defile, a class-two felony charge, in the investigation into
the disappearance of second-year College student Hannah Graham, who has been
missing since early morning Sept. 13. A new warrant for his arrest was obtained
late Tuesday afternoon.
Matthew, a Charlottesville resident employed as a patient technician in the
University Medical Center, was previously wanted on two charges of reckless
driving, a class-one misdemeanor. Those charges still stand.
Matthew is described as a 32-year-old black male who is 6’2, 270 pounds and has
dreadlocks. Police have released an updated wanted poster, which lists Matthew as
having associates or contacts in Maryland, New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia and
Washington, D.C.

The Miscellany News
Diagnosed in her early teen years, 17-year-old Hazel struggles with the side effects
of her cancer every day, including an excess of fluid in her lungs. Mrs. Lancester is
almost certain her ill, indoorsy daughter is depressed, and so her doctor recommends
a teen cancer support group. That’s where she meets Augustus, an 18-year-old leg
amputee who is happily cancer free. Boasting the looks and confidence every boy
wishes he had, Augustus approaches Hazel, looks her in the eye, and tells her she’s
beautiful. I’m assuming most fangirls who read that sentence are already starting to
tear up again.

Vassar College

In order that they might better keep campus safe and secure, Safety and
Security is undergoing an intensive process that will review and improve its current
policies and procedures.
After several incidents last semester that were believed to be racially-charged
caused many members of the Vassar community to question the methods that
Safety and Security utilized to identify and respond to situations on campus, Safety
and Security and the administration have decided to assess the department and
determine if and where improvements can be made. To this end, the administration
has brought in Margolis Healy and Associates, an outside consulting firm that
specializes in working with college campuses.

The Heights
Boston College

Since Friday afternoon, a large silver vehicle has sat outside Harvard’s Science
Center, serving students and locals alike its gluten-free pasta fare. Pasta Flyer is
the passion project of Mark Ladner, the executive chef at Mario Batali’s Italian
eatery, Del Posto, located in the meatpacking district of New York City. Backed by a
Kickstarter campaign, Pasta Flyer is Ladner’s response to an ever-growing demand
for more accessible gluten-free dining options.

usmagazine.com

As the two develop a bond, Augustus’s spirit inspires in Hazel the idea that even
though oblivion is inevitable, it’s still a good life, and love is not only a reality, but a
necessity. Augustus proves to be the new king of originality, taking Hazel everywhere
from his basement to Amsterdam in their quest to make the most of their time
together. But as virtually all cinematic productions promise, all good things must
come to an end (including this movie).
The characters are fully worthy of my praise as a reviewer. Hazel and Augustus
force viewers to embrace mortality in their own lives, as well as encouraging us to
take chances (although making out in Anne Frank’s attic may have been a step too
far). The two never define themselves until the very end, when Hazel says a line
something like “I’m his girlfriend…not that it matters,” solidifying the idea that Hazel
and Augustus’ romance transcends any label or title you could give it. What those two
had was simply love.
Shailene Woodley is continuously climbing the Hollywood ladder to A-list status
with her emotionally powerful performance as Hazel, while Ansel Elgort lights up
the screen in ways I have truly never seen before with his screen time as Augustus.
The movie also manages to take a respectfully humorous approach to a rather touchy
subject, similar to 50/50’s format.
Although awards season doesn’t pick up for another few months, I can already
tell The Fault in Our Stars will be one of the best movies of 2014. It is by far one of
the best, if not the best, romance movies of the decade. It’s heartbreaking, touching,
funny, and above all else, conveys a sense of reality in its approach. Just go watch it.
Okay?
This movie received 4.5 out of 5
Bulldogs

THE POETRY
CORNER

Fall, leaves, fall
By Emily Bronte

Fall, leaves, fall; die, flowers, away;
Lengthen night and shorten day;
Every leaf speaks bliss to me
Fluttering from the autumn tree.
I shall smile when wreaths of snow
Blossom where the rose should grow;
I shall sing when night’s decay
Ushers in a drearier day.
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Comic of
the Week

SPECIAL!

$5 OFF

ANY LARGE OR
X-LARGE PIZZA
4 - 8 PM DAILY

NEW

NOW INTRODUCING
PASTA DISHES
STARTING AT $3.99!

401-531-6620

Crossword of the week: history
Across

By Shayan Ushani
Contributing Writer

2. Founder of the Ottoman Empire
4. King who created the Hanging Gardens of
Babylon for his homesick wife who was used
to seeing lush lands in Persia
5. First man to enter space (Hint: He was
Russian)
7. Drug that the British are known for
introducing to China, in order to take
advantage of trade
8. Pope who wrote an erotic book
11. Founding Father who made use of the
penname – Silence Dogwood
14. Accomplished U.S. president who suffered
from Alzheimer’s later in his life (Hint: He was
an actor at one point)
15. Russian queen had sexual relations with
horses
16. The largest contiguous empire
17. Last Eastern European city to be liberated
in World War II
18. Egyptian pharaoh, with his tomb not
being a subject of looting, and provided
archaeologists with a great find
19. Roman emperor who had the popular
nickname that means “little soldier’s boots”
(Hint: He was the first Roman emperor to be
assassinated)
20. First established by the British as a penal
colony, is now a flourishing country

Down

1. Caesar’s childhood friend that plotted his assassination and stabbed him
3. Middle Eastern dictator who was given the key to the city of Detroit
6. The last tsar of Russia
9. Chinese king who united all of China over 2,000 years ago, to create a unified state
10. Persian emperor who is noted for creating the first bill of human rights (Hint: It is on a cylinder)
12. Accomplished U.S. president who suffered from Alzheimer’s later in his life (Hint: He was an actor at one point)
13. Present day country where the wheel invented

